The Boston Hockey Club is an independent team, which has already been picked by the experts as the logical opponent of the New York and Canadian teams. It should be noted that Storke, Scoville, and Company have played several games in and around Boston this winter. On paper, it appears that the B. H. C. list of fourteen includes seven men who have played independent hockey in this city, and they certainly have the speed and ability to keep the puck on the inside of their goal. Among the players composing their team may be mentioned Clifford, Hicks, Townsend, and Winsor, the last three being the most prominent of the former Harvard hockey teams.

During both halves Scoville was forced to play on defense, and his experience in these positions showed that the Boston team had penetrated the puck. Several times during the game there were opportunities offered to Tech for scoring, but at no time during the play did it look like a Tech victory.
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